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The Zucchini Warriors
"Exciting ideas for teaching writing, editing, illustration and design. This practical
resource also features author studies, a guide to author visits, fun ways to celebrate
books and more" Cf. Our choice, 2000.
This book provides teachers, librarians, and other educators, parents and relatives, and
students with a comprehensive and detailed examination of Canadian children's books.
Each of the 133 entries on authors and illustrators presents factual and critical
information along multiple dimensions. In addition to authors and illustrators of historical
and contemporary importance in the English mainstream, creators of ethnic, Aboriginal,
and French-Canadian origin also are included. There are representatives of
regions--the North, the East, the West, and the rest between--and of all genres: retold
folktales and myths, mystery, science fiction, fantasy, sports, wilderness adventure,
animal epic, chapter books, picture books, poetry, stories for reluctant readers.
Appendices list the winners of the major English-Canadian children's book awards and
sources for further reading.
Something Fishy at Macdonald Hall is the story of two boys, Bruno and Boots, and a
series of escapades that surround Macdonald Hall. Edward, Boots’ younger brother,
has just enrolled at Macdonald Hall. Mr. Sturgeon, the Headmaster of Macdonald Hall,
is considering resigning, saying that there are no more challenges left. A series of
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escapades captures everyone’s attention, including the dressing of Sir John A.
Macdonalds's statue in a scuba suit; the blue-dyed swimming pool; detour signs on
Highway 48; and the stuffing of the cannon with a human mannequin. The mystery
unfolds as the two boys try to capture the person responsible. This Novel Study
provides a teacher and student section with a variety of activities, discussion questions
and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson plan.
"This revised handbook will be even more useful to elementary teachers who want to
explore the best techniques for teaching reading and writing. Totally re-written, the
second edition of this popular guide offers one hundred procedures and activities based
on the latest research. A collection of proven strategies, teachers will find old favorites
as well as new approaches they will want to try - from using reading comprehension
strategies and the writing process to working with information texts and technology."
"Literacy Techniques for Building Successful Readers and Writers includes checklists
and guidelines, many in reproducible form, for easy classroom use. This flexible and
adaptable resource for the busy teacher is also useful for supply teachers and other
teaching partners - buddies, volunteers, and parents."--BOOK JACKET.
Looks at ways educators can help preteens develop and maintain an interest in
reading.
Grade level: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, k, p, e, i, t.
I Want to Go Home is the story of a boy’s various escape attempts from Camp Algonkian.
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Rudy Miller is sent to Camp Algonkian by his parents on the misguided advice of the school
guidance counselor. There, Rudy is determined to become his own man, by making snide
comments of the camp founder’s bow-legs, playing chess instead of the scheduled activities,
or making a salaté for his counselor. At night, instead of singing campfire songs, Rudy spends
his time planning various escapes from the camp. When a badly planned wager leaves Rudy in
charge of the camp for a day, the campers will either kill him or call him a hero. Our Novel
Studies provide a teacher and student section with a variety of activities, discussion questions
and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson plan.
Little Guardians tells the story of two young people switched at birth and now unknowingly
living each others lives. Subira was supposed to be the next Guardian of Yowza Village, but
she was born a girl. Instead she lives a quiet life working at The Item Shop never knowing what
should have been. Idem trains to be the next Guardian and tries his best to be the warrior he
was never meant to be. How will the next generation survive the choices made for them as
strange incidents start plaguing the village and demon attacks appear to be on the rise?
A basic text for young and adult/adolescent literature courses. An exciting new young adult
literature text...one that offers a holistic, inclusive approach to incorporating the popular books
young adults like to read into a solid English language arts curriculum. A student-centered,
whole language emphasis advocates a curriculum that encourages student response to
literature and helps develop crucial critical thinking skills. The author suggests numerous
approaches to using young adult literature, explores and demonstrates a variety of teaching
methods, and discusses an array of literature appropriate for a wide range of students in a
number of subject areas, including literature written specifically for children and young adults,
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popular adult literature, and the classics.
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Profiles of over eighty Canadian children's book authors include information on education,
family, childhood, influences, creative ideas, and advice for future authors.
Looks at how literacy affects the development of boys as readers and includes strategies to
help boys select reading material and develop their literary potential.
Gordon Korman's classic, bestselling series celebrates its 35th anniversary! Macdonald Hall's
ivy-covered buildings have housed and educated many fine young Canadians. But Bruno
Walton and Boots O'Neal are far from being fine young Canadians. The roommates and best
friends are nothing but trouble! Together they've snuck out after lights-out, swapped flags,
kidnapped mascots . . . and that's only the beginning. Roommates Bruno and Boots find
obstacles in their way as they attempt to lead the Macdonald Hall Zucchini Warriors to a
victorious football season and earn the reward of a new recreation center. Join two of Gordon
Korman's most memorable characters in seven side-splitting, rip-roaring adventures!
Macdonald Hall is the series that started it all, and thirty-five years later it remains a must-read
for old fans and new, the young — and the young at heart.
Roommates Bruno and Boots find obstacles in their way as they attempt to lead the
Macdonald Hall Zucchini Warriors to a victorious football season and earn the reward of a new
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recreation center.
Macdonald Hall: Lights, Camera, Disaster! is about an all-boys school that has been chosen to
be the setting for “Academy Blues”, starring Jordie Jones. Bruno Walton will do anything to be
in this movie. Seth Dinkman — the director — will do anything to keep him out. Bruno tries
everything from being a bush, a tap-dancing garbage picker, to a stuntman. Jordie and Bruno
strike up a friendship when Jordie is invited to a card game at Macdonald Hall. Unknown to
Seth Dinkman and the trip supervisors, Jordie joins the boys on a wilderness survival trip in
Algonquin Park. The group gets lost in the park and is rescued by girls from Miss Scrimmage’s
School. This Novel Study provides a teacher and student section with a variety of activities,
chapter questions, crossword, word search, and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson
plan.
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McBride??????The Color of Water??? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????People? ??????????????????? ????????Los Angeles Times?
Adult books are categorized by genre (i.e., fiction, mystery, science fiction, nonfiction). Along
with bibliographic information, the expected date of publication and the names of literary
agents for individual titles are provided. Starred reviews serve several functions: In the adult
section, they mark potential bestsellers, major promotions, book club selections, and just very
good books; in the children's section, they denote books of very high quality. The unsigned
reviews manage to be discerning and sometimes quite critical.
Did you know that Gordon KormanÕs mom typed his first book for him? This is because
Gordon became a published author before he even graduated high school! This author profile
for children introduces the lifelong writer responsible for sending troublemakers Boots and
Bruno to Macdonald Hall.

Offers brief biographies, annotated listings of each author's works, and suggestions for
additional reading
Provides publishing information for the young writer including tips on preparing a
manuscript, profiles of published young writers, opportunities online, and market and
contest listings.
When their school cancels football season, the Johnson boys--Pik, Gabriel, and
Andy--join the soccer team instead.
Forty books for teen readers are reviewed, listing genres, themes, reading level,
interest level, reviews, author information, plot summary, book talks and literature
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extensions.
Persuaded to play in the special school basketball tournament, Brent and his friends
are horrified when they discover that their opponents will be a team of hard-playing,
athletic girls. Original.
Addressing the hot issue of literacy and boys, this new book explores the facts and
research related to the topic. Furnishing annotations of current, relevant journal and
magazine articles, it provides strategies for making changes in the classroom and home
that will help improve the literacy of boys.
"This detailed book outlines the characteristics of reluctant readers, strategies for
reading success, how to overcome barriers and more" Cf. Our choice, 1999-2000.
Contains entries for over 1,300 books aimed at young adult readers. Titles have been
selected on the basis of their currency, appeal to readers, and literary merit.
A bibliography of recommended children's fiction titles
Covers individuals ranging from established award winners to authors and illustrators
who are just beginning their careers. Entries cover: personal life, career, writings and
works in progress, adaptations, additional sources, and photographs.
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